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VENOMOUS SNAKES

T
here are 37 snake species found in North Carolina. Of these, six 
are venomous; only two of these are found in Northwest N.C. 

Here are some tips for identifying and avoiding poisonous snakes, 
as well as what to do if you or someone else is bitten.

HOW TO TELL 
VENOMOUS FROM 
NONVENOMOUS 
SNAKES

Five of the state’s venomous 
snakes are pit vipers, charac-
terized by a heat-sensitive pit 
between the eye and nostril. 
The sixth, the Eastern coral 
snake, is a member of the 
family that contains some of 
the most dangerous snakes 
in the world, including cobras 
and adders.

HEAD SHAPE 
Venomous snakes generally 

have a diamond- or triangle-
shaped head. Snakes with-
out venom generally have a 
smooth, round head that is 
shaped like their body; the 
smooth-headed Eastern coral 
snake is an exception.

EYES

Venomous snakes have ellip-
tical or “cat-like” pupils; non-
venomous snakes have round 
eyes. The venomous coral 
snake, with its round eyes, is an 
exception.

FANGS

Venomous snakes have long 
fangs that can be permantly 
erect or folded at the roof of 
the mouth; nonvenomous 
snakes have small teeth in-
stead of fangs.

PREVENTING 
SNAKE BITES

l During summer, snakes are 
most active in early morning, 
late afternoon or at night.

l Watch where you step. 
Don’t put your hands in holes 
or under objects. 

l Get rid of places where 
snakes may seek shelter, such 
as under logs, boards, scrap 
sheet metal or woodpiles. 
Store such materials off the 
ground. 

l Wear sturdy shoes when 
outside.

l Use a flashlight when out-
side at night.

l Back away slowly if you 
encounter a snake. Don’t try to 
pick it up or kill it. Some snakes 
are protected species, and a 
dead snake can still bite be-
cause of its bite reflex.

IF BITTEN....
DO

l Stay calm and seek medi-
cal attention as soon as pos-
sible. Call ahead if possible so 
emergency personnel will be 
ready.

l Wash the area with warm, 
soapy water.

l Remove tight clothing or 
jewelry near the bite.

l Raise the bitten area to 
heart level and keep it immo-
bilized.

DO NOT
l Cut the bitten area to drain 

the venom or try to remove the 
venom by sucking it out

l  Apply ice to the area.
l Apply a tourniquet or tight 

bandage.
l Give the victim alcohol or 

blood thinners such as aspirin.

SYMPTOMS
Pain l Swelling l Bruising l 
Nausea l Headache

MORE SERIOUS SYMPTOMS 

Weakness l Numbness l In-
creased heart rate l Trouble 
breathing l Confusion l Low 
blood pressure lVomiting
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Copperhead

CHARACTERISTICS: Brown, 
hourglass-shaped markings on 
a tan, brown or pinkish back-
ground. Young copperheads 
have a greenish-yellow tail tip.

BEHAVIOR: Not generally 
aggressive, but they account for up to 90 per-
cent of venomous snakebites in N.C., mostly 
because of being stepped on or touched.

TYPICAL ADULT LENGTH: 2 to 4 feet
HABITAT: Found statewide except for the 

Outer Banks.

BITE SEVERITY: 
Can be severe but 
not as bad as other 
venomous snake bites. Many bites cause only 
mild swelling and pain. Death from a bite is 
very rare. 

COPPERHEAD
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CHARACTERISTICS: Wide, dark 
bands with light centers on an 
olive, brown or blackish back-
ground; the pattern can be faint. 
Juveniles are more colorful and 
have a more defined pattern. 
The inside of its mouth is white.

BEHAVIOR: Some cottonmouths will quickly 
retreat when approached, but others will coil, 
open their mouths wide and vibrate their 
tails. The gaping mouth is a useful identifier.

TYPICAL ADULT LENGTH: 3 feet

HABITAT: Usu-
ally in freshwater, 
including swamps 
and ditches, but they can be found on land.

BITE SEVERITY: About the same as a copper-
head bite.

COTTONMOUTH

CHARACTERISTICS: Slender, 
with wide red and black bands 
separated by narrow yellow 
bands. Tail has wide black and 
narrow yellow rings. Black nose. 
A useful rhyme to tell the coral 
snake from similarly colored harmless species: 
“Red touch yellow, kill a fellow; red touch black, 
venom lack.” This snake is endangered in N.C.

BEHAVIOR: They seldom bite unless handled, 
but can move and bite quickly if disturbed.

TYPICAL ADULT LENGTH: 1½ to 3 feet

HABITAT: Found 
most often in 
sandy woods.

BITE SEVERITY: Its venom is a neurotoxin and 
can cause paralysis and respiratory failure, so 
bites are a medical emergency.

EASTERN CORAL SNAKE

CHARACTERISTICS: Rattle or 
large “button” on end of tail. 
Largest and possibly most dan-
gerous U.S. snake. It has a dark 
diamond pattern outlined in 
black on gray, brown or yellowish 
skin. Its belly is yellowish and mottled with 
gray. It is considered endangered in N.C.

BEHAVIOR: Quick to defend itself by sound-
ing its rattle and coiling. If not further threat-
ened, it will slowly retreat.

TYPICAL ADULT LENGTH: 4 to 5 feet

HABITAT: Sandy, 
coastal areas. 
North Carolina is the 
northern limit of its range.

BITE SEVERITY: Considered a medical emer-
gency.

EASTERN DIAMONDBACK RATTLESNAKE

CHARACTERISTICS: Rattle (or 
a small button on juveniles). 
Small with narrow, dark brown 
blotches on a gray, brown or 
reddish background. Its belly 
is whitish or reddish with dark 
spots. A brownish stripe extends from each 
eye to the angle of the jaw.

BEHAVIOR: It usually tries to crawl away but 
will strike quickly if provoked. The insect-like 
buzz from its rattle can be inaudible more 
than a few yards away.

TYPICAL ADULT 

LENGTH: 1 to 2 feet
HABITAT: Found in 

forests.
BITE SEVERITY: Considered a medical emer-

gency.

PIGMY RATTLESNAKE

CHARACTERISTICS: Prominent 
rattle or enlarged tail button. 
Black or pinkish skin with dark, 
light-centered blotches and 
bands. Adults have black tails. 
Coastal varieties have a brown 
or orange “racing stripe” down the back. 
Timber rattlesnakes in the Piedmont and 
Coastal Plain are generally larger than those in 
the mountains.

BEHAVIOR: Usually stays motionless or tries 
to crawl away when approached.

TYPICAL ADULT 

LENGTH: 3 to 5 feet
HABITAT: Found in 

forests and on rocky mountainsides.
BITE SEVERITY: Considered a medical emer-

gency.

TIMBER RATTLESNAKE (aka CANEBRAKE)
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